WRECKED!

The Park
B

ack in 2014, Southsea Sub-Aqua Club’s
award winning Mulberry 70 project
investigated many of the wrecks
associated with the Second World War
Mulberry harbours around the Selsey and
Pagham area in West Sussex, where 70 years
earlier the concrete and steel components
were assembled in preparation for D-Day.
The area is well known for two
quintessentially English dives, the shore dive
under the lifeboat station, which is soon to
be demolished, and the Outer Mulberry.
Much less known are a group of dive sites
that lie in an area that extends west from
Selsey’s East Beach, identified on the
Admiralty chart of the area as The Park.
The Mulberry harbours were an essential
part of the Second World War invasion of
Normandy, code-named Operation
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Neptune. The success of the operation relied
on the construction of two artificial
harbours, each the size of Dover, which
would enable the continuous supply of vital
equipment and supplies to the allied forces
as they moved forward into France.
Components for the top secret Mulberry
harbours were built all over Britain in a
matter of months. In the weeks leading up
to D-Day they were brought to the Selsey
area, where they rested on the seabed
before being towed across the English
Channel by a fleet of tugs.
Each component had its own codename
and a specific function. More than 60 of the
largest Phoenix Units (60m long and 19m
high) were parked at Selsey, together with
‘Spud’ Pierheads, miles of steel road bridges
known as ‘Whales’, and concrete floats

LOCATION: Selsey and Pagham,
West Sussex

DEPTH: 2-12m
VISIBILITY: 3-8m
called ‘Beetles’. Every component was
designed to overcome the challenges of the
Normandy coastline, which has a huge 10m
tidal range, strong currents, powerful seas
and a shallow, sandy seabed that stretches
out for miles. The many components were
joined together like a big Lego set to make
the harbours fully functional in a matter of
days. The innovation of some of the
structures and components is still
bewildering, and many of the inventions are
used in engineering solutions even today.

The Inner Mulberry
50°45.619N 000°43.647W
Known locally as the Inner Mulberry –
because it’s much closer to shore than the
more famous Outer Mulberry – this is a
good alternative to its big brother for small

Martin Davies, Diving Officer at Southsea Sub-Aqua Club, offers a guide
to some unusual Second World War dive sites in his local waters
groups of divers. This was an Intermediate
Pierhead Pontoon and is an intact,
reinforced-concrete structure with some
fairly straightforward swim-throughs. It was
designed as a place where men working
around the clock to unload the constant
stream of ships could rest, eat and sleep.
There is another one of these units on the
beach at Arromanches.
The wreck is located 6.5 kilometres northeast of Selsey: it’s easy to find, as there is a
permanent red marker post on site, marking
it as a danger to navigation, and the top of
the wreck is exposed at low water. This is
not a deep dive – 6.5 metres at high water –
but it is one of my favourites in the area.
There are a couple of options when it comes
to diving. I generally aim for a neap high
water and shot the structure on the leeward

side to any tide. Divers can then descend
out of the current. Visibility on the site is
generally good for the area: normally 4 to
6m, sometimes more.
A rectangular concrete structure does not
sound too interesting, however, once you
are on the bottom you can make out
various openings in the structure allowing
appropriately trained divers to go inside the
unit. At the south-east side there is a large
rectangular opening about 4m wide and 3m
high. This tunnel runs from one side to the
other and is a very safe swim-through as
you can see the light from the opening on
the other side and also light from ‘windows’
in the roof and sides. As an overhead
environment, it could be a great place to do
the practical element of a Wreck
Appreciation Course in safety.

Swimming through the tunnel, normally
against a current, will bring you to the other
side of the structure where you will find
another break in the structure, where you
can enter a large dark chamber. Here a
g
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torch is useful, although again the exit
can be seen at all times. In this area, which
is quite large and open, you can again swim
through the structure but you are fully
protected from any current. There is the
option to swim through a small doorwaylike entrance to another chamber, which is
large enough for a diver to get through, and
this in turn leads to another silty
compartment where there is little to see.
While it can be a bit dark inside the
structure – good buoyancy control is crucial
– it is generally a very safe dive and it’s lots
of fun exploring the various rooms and
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compartments. On the shorter side, closest
to the navigation post, there are some
rectangular windows that allow light to
stream through, illuminating the floor of
the wreck below.
The marine life is prolific in the summer
months, with many juvenile fish seeking
shelter on this artificial reef. Large, colourful
Ballan wrasse purposefully weave their way
in and out of the structure, while bass
cruise around looking for an easy meal.
Small bib, twin spot gobies and tompot
blennies are common, but look out for
plaice, cat sharks and pipefish resting

UKHO 20131
50o 45.619N
00o 43.647W

around the perimeter. The nooks and
crannies also provide a home for crabs
and lobsters. Between the wreck and the
navigation post you can see the remains
of an old marker post on the seabed,
now home to various colourful sponges
and anemones.
I normally spend an hour pottering
around the site but some divers spend 30
minutes looking around, and then do a drift
dive over the seabed, where during the
summer months there are often flatfish,
rays and cat sharks. A surface marker buoy
is essential if you plan to drift.

Bollards at
each corner
Can marker

Old marker can
Swim through
QLeft: The marker post is now covered in marine growth
TBelow left: Two divers enter the large opening to the main swim through
UBelow: There is clear access now into the structure from underneath

The Crumbly Mulberry
50°44.534N 000°43.319W
This Mulberry unit is very broken but still
provides an excellent artificial reef for
marine life. Believed to be one of the smaller
concrete caissons, similar in design to the
Outer Mulberry, it was also used as target
practice by the RAF and is therefore
unrecognisable – hence its name. The site is
relatively shallow at 6m to 8m, and it is fairly
easy to navigate around the outside. This
simple dive is suitable for newly qualified
Ocean Divers and those with an interest in
marine life.
g
RTop left: The distinctive bollards
of the Crumbly Mulberry
WTop right: A conger eel can
usually be seen at the base of
the main wall
UBelow: The distinctive arches
of re-bar are a feature
on the site
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UKHO 20111 50o 44.534N
00o 44.391W
Bollards Wall 2m high

11.6m

30m
Shingle seabed
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Buffer or Platform Pontoon
50°43.669N 000°43.306W
This relatively shallow structure, at 10m, is the remains of a metal
pontoon used as an interface between the roadways and the pier
heads. Measuring 22m by 8m and standing 1.2m from the seabed,
the lattice structure is all that remains of what would have been a
floating platform strong enough for vehicles to drive across. It is
interesting to dive and there’s an abundance of fish life, including
trigger fish, around the site in the summer months.

UKHO 20095
50o 43.669N
00o 43.306W

WRight: The lattice remains of the buffer pontoon are a safe
haven for bib in the summer months
QLeft: The
Puzzle offers
shelter to young
marine life
PRight:
The most
distinctive
structure
UBelow: A
diver explores
the other part
of the Puzzle
50m away

UKHO 20113
a)

Steel girder

Steel girder

b)

Bollards

25m

c)
2m
Bollards
3m

Concrete wall
3m x 12m

Trough with
lattice feature

The Puzzle
50°44.560N 000°43.344W
This site, at 8m, was indeed a puzzle: a
mixture of strangely-shaped concrete and
steel rising up to 3m from the seabed. It
took us a while to locate all of the parts:
the main clues were the angular concrete
and metalwork and bollards. A visit to
Aldwick, West Sussex, where there is a
concrete Beetle wrecked on the shoreline,
gave us the answers. The shapes and
angles of the Beetle were consistent with
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that of the Puzzle: mystery solved. The viz
here ranges from 3m to 6m. We have roped
the two main sections together.
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Bridge Pontoon
50°44.141N 000°45.034W
This shallow and colourful dive site, the
closest site to the slipway at Selsey, is a firm
favourite. At 60m long and 5m wide and
running north-south, the structure of steel
girders stands just over a metre high and is
best dived on high water to give a
maximum depth of 6m. In good summer
viz, you can see divers, and the top of the
wreck, from the surface. There is often a
slight current running but you can get some
shelter using the wreckage. The site
normally has lots of life in the network of
metal girders. Bass hunt for the smaller
juvenile fish that shelter in this intricate steel
structure. Twin spot gobies, blennies and
occasional fifteen-spined stickleback have
made this unusual site their home.

VAbove: The long pontoon is a haven for
marine life and generally good visibility

Steel structure

UKHO 20102
50o 44.141N
00o 45.034W

Criss cross steel
supports

60m
14.4m

UKHO 58275

10m
8m
Steel ‘H’ section girders

Concrete Structures

Collapsed concrete
WAbove right: A large
steel girder is a
feature of the site

50°44.500N 000°43.500W
This site is thought to be another concrete
Beetle but it has been smashed to pieces.
There are two main areas with features
consistent with concrete Beetles. The depth
is around 7m.
g

QLeft: This piece
is upside down
and would have
been on the top
of the Beetle
PRight: A lobster
has made a home
in part of
the structure
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Essentials

DEPTH RANGE: From 2 to 12m depending on the
state of tide, so all can be dived by Ocean Divers
up. The Inner Mulberry has an overhead confined
environment, so additional care and briefing is
required. The seabed is mostly shingle / gravel
with sandy patches towards the north-east viz is
generally 3m to 8m. Several of the sites are
suitable for snorkelling from a boat in particular
the Bridge Pontoon and Inner Mulberry.
FINDING THE WRECKS: All the wrecks are
marked on Admiralty charts. You will rarely find
a dive boat on any of the sites, although at
weekends you may find an occasional fishing boat
or a canoeist who likes to paddle out to the Inner
Mulberry.
TIDAL INFORMATION: Slack water for the Park
is four hours before and three hours after high
water Portsmouth, however this is not
necessarily the best time to dive the Inner
Mulberry and Bridge Pontoon as the sites are
very shallow; try to aim for dead on high water,
although the current will still be running slightly
so a neap tide is obviously better.
GAS: These are all shallow air dives with little
risk of going into decompression. Air and nitrox
can be supplied locally by Mulberry Divers at
Selsey (01243 601 000,
www.mulberrydivers.co.uk).
RIB LAUNCHING: RIBs can be launched at the
newly refurbished public slipway at Selsey East
Beach. The shingle beach is exposed at low water
so to make launching and recovery easier avoid a
couple of hours either side of low water. If you are
going to recover on low water you may need a 4x4
or a very long rope (30m). The wooden slipway is
steep and can be very hazardous and slippery
when wet, for divers and vehicles alike.
ACCOMMODATION: There is plenty of B&B
accommodation locally to suit all budgets and
tastes. Camping and Caravanning is available at
Selsey on large holiday parks and some local,
smaller sites.
EATS AND TREATS: For a quick snack, Mulberry
Divers are conveniently located next to a fish and
chip shop and bakery. Good pub food is available
at the Lifeboat Inn, 26 Albion Road, Selsey, PO20
0DJ (01243 603 501).
BLOWN OUT: Strong winds, especially from the
east will be likely to blow out your diving. Try the
D-Day Museum at Southsea
(www.ddaymuseum.co.uk) for more details about
Operation Neptune and the Mulberry harbours,
or for more watery fun a day at Butlin’s holiday
Water Park at Bognor Regis is good for laugh.
CHARTER BOATS: For a quick and convenient RIB
ride from Selsey East Beach contact Linda or
Steve Frampton at Mulberry Divers. A local hard
boat, with a lift, Emma Jayne is also available,
skipper Colin can be contacted on 07779 654 022
(www.southcoastdivingfishing.com).
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Concrete Bumps
50°45.324N 000°41.663W
These two strange-looking concrete structures have
domes on the top and what looks like a machine
gun pointing out of one of them.
Local dive guides suggest that these
are parts of Mulberry units,
but the mystery was solved
by looking at their position
on the chart: they appear
to be the remains of a
disused sewage outlet.
At a depth of 12m, they
are worth a dive as they
have attracted lots
of marine life.

dome on top

UKHO 61917
50o 45.355N
00o 41.657W

nozzel/rubber hose

Approx 20m appart
joined by rope

2m
3m
4m

WAbove: Diver Ed Rollins looks for bass
which normally reside inside the domes

